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  Welcome
  
  to the Guitar Lessons Pro website! On this site you will find
  information and resources that will quickly boost your guitar playing up to another level.


  


  

"Now you can learn the insider guitar tips, techniques and secrets that have taken other experienced guitarists years to learn and
figure out...information and lessons which will immediately and greatly improve your guitar playing abilities quickly and effectively!"



  

  


  Guitar Lessons Pro
  will teach you these things and much more!



  

  


  If you are interested in immediately improving your guitar playing then this may be the most important web site you
  have ever visited. 

  


  
  	CHORDS CHORDS CHORDS...Learn all the chords you will need to know in order to play rock, metal, blues, jazz, pop, country...whatever style you want to play !
  
	Learn the secrets of how chords are named and learn how to form and play any and all chords you have ever heard of (or not heard of...yet) !
  
	Discover the most important chord progressions that comprise the majority of songs that you hear...regardless of musical style !
  
	You will be taught exercises that will strengthen your hands and fingers so you can play chords, scales and solos all day long without feeling the pain !
  
	You will learn the scales and techniques that will allow you to start soloing now !!!
  
	Pay attention to this one...it's a rare find...you will learn the most straight forward explanation of how to figure out what scales 
to play against ANY given chord or chord progression. This includes a very clear explanation of modes that you won't find
anywhere else !!!
  
	
All of these techniques and methods are guaranteed to get you playing the songs and music that you want to play now!
  


  


  

  
  CLICK HERE NOW to start learning with Guitar Lessons Pro and get ready to greatly
  improve your playing quickly and effectively!
   


  


  Don't just take it from me, listen to these testimonials from satisfied and successful Guitar Lessons Pro customers...

  


  

  Testimonials

  


  Here is what people have to say about Guitar Lessons Pro...

  
  


  Steven Sexauer of California...
  

  "As a beginning guitar player, I was searching the web for guitar lessons and instructions and found bits and
  pieces of useful information but it was an ordeal trying to put all the information into something that
  made sense. I also looked into private lessons where I live and found them to be expensive.
  Then I found Guitar Lessons Pro. I decided to give it a try and I have not regretted that decision.
  All the instruction I need is put into a concise software program.
  I recommend this program to anyone who wants to take their playing to the next level in a short time frame."

  


  Chris Morgan of Karrath, Australia says...
  

  "Utilising your system, as well as working through deAgostinis/Gordon&Gotch Play Guitar course,
  which is slow going but very rewarding. Also forging through 3 books : rythm, lead, &
  fingerpicking guitar in the progressive series[Aussie]. I have found your Guitar Lessons Pro
  to be the best laid out course, easily comprehendable..." 
  

  "Very impressed with your improvements to guitarteachpro I think you are on a winner here.
  It just makes the information readily assimilatable. thank you very much. Keep on plucking.!!"

  


  Bryan Zink of Tampa, FL...
  

  "Very nice work...It's very professionally put together, and you cover a lot of
  ground in a little time, in a very organized and not overwhelming fashion.  It's actually
  a good reference."
  

  "...what I like best is the way it is a very concise, organized reference.  The expandable
  menus are like a guide to musical concepts.  Your mode discussion seemed good..."

  


  Sean Seery of Killucan, Co. Westmeath, Ireland...
  

  "I got a book with the guitar but I had to download your software to clarify what the
   book was trying to show me. I now only use Guitar Lessons Pro"
  

  "Guitar Lessons Pro is idiot proof and makes learning for complete beginners easy to follow
   and understand. It shows how to keep a guitar in tune, has sound files to show how the
   various chords should sound and goes through the whole learning process from a complete
   beginner to advanced player. I wholeheartedly recommend Guitar Lessons Pro."

  


  Jo Totland of Oslo Norway...
  

  "...what's there is so great that I thought it was definitely worth buying..."
  

  "...your software beats any website I've seen so far..."
  

  "It is simple, doesn't use too many words to explain things, but uses the right words
  and pictures instead. The animations, pictures and sound-clips are excellent."

  


  Jorge Barrera of Lake Wales...
  

  "Your Guitar Lessons Pro eBooks have proven invaluable to me.  The ability to click on the chords
   and licks and hear them is so much better than having to rewind a CD or DVD. I am a self taught
   guitarist, and was missing a lot of theory and knowledge of guitar playing.  I have bought various
   instructional books, DVDs and CDs, but couldn't grasp the theory part of guitar playing.  Most of
   the books I bought would discuss theory briefly, and then assume that you understood all about guitar
   theory.  If you didn't understand it, the rest of the book was useless.  I am no dummy, but I sure
   felt like a dummy!  I'd re-read and still couldn't make the leap."
  

  "The eBooks series stepped me through the theory in a very methodical and easy to follow manner.
   I can't believe that after many disappointing attempts to learn the theory behind chords and scales
   in the past, I learned it so easily and quickly with your instruction.  This has opened new possibilites
   for me in progressing my guitar playing skills."

  

  


  
  CLICK HERE NOW to start learning with Guitar Lessons Pro and get ready to greatly
  improve your playing quickly and effectively!
   

  


  

  

  P.S. Check out the following FREE Guitar Lessons Pro Demo eBooks...

  


Beginner's eBook
  


Intermediate eBook
  


Guitar Chord Dictionary eBook
  


Licks and Tricks eBook


  


  

  

  P.P.S. Sign up for the Free Guitar Lessons Pro Newsletter - Insider Guitar Tips and Techniques...and More!

  


Fill in the information below to subscribe to the Guitar Lessons Pro Newsletter with many insider guitar tips and techniques free on-line.
After you sign up you will receive a series of free e-mails with helpful and useful guitar information and insights.
Discover for free and within days what has taken other experienced guitar players years to
learn and figure out...and it is all free for you when you sign up for this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter will
increase your knowledge and expand your awareness of various aspects of the guitar.
This is a private mailing list and will never be sold or given away for any reason. You can also unsubscribe if you ever want to.





Sign up now for the Free Guitar Lessons Pro Newsletter

	
E-Mail Address:

	


	
First Name:

	


	

















  


  

  

  P.P.P.S. Visit the Articles page on the Guitar Lessons Pro site

  


On this new page we will be featuring articles and reviews related to your favorite subjects - music and guitar!

  


Click here to check it out now!
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